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S1. A note on the differences between the analysis method used in this study and by Konovalov et al. (2017)
While the analysis procedure developed in this study (see Sect. 2.1) is similar to that used by Konovalov et al. (2017), there
are also notable differences between these procedures. A major distinctive feature of the analysis in Konovalov et al. (2017)
is splitting the available data into several bins, each of which covered a fixed range of photochemical ages. Consequently,
the results of the analysis depended on the chosen width of the photochemical age bin. In this study, we avoided the intrinsic
uncertainty associated with a choice of the photochemical age bin width by fitting all the available data at once with a “universal approximator”. The optimal approximation still depends on the structural parameter (N), but the choice of the optimal
parameter value in this study is rather straightforward and objective, as described in Sect. 2.1. Overall, we believe that the
analysis procedure used in the framework of this study is superior to the procedure employed in the previous study, enabling
more reliable detection of the aging changes in the BB aerosol properties.
S2. Box model simulations
Here we present the simulations performed with a microphysical dynamic (box) model of organic aerosol. The model is described in detail in Konovalov et al. (2019), where five different VBS schemes were used to simulate the BB OA evolution
in an isolated plume under the prescribed ambient conditions. In the present study, box model simulations were performed
using our simplified adaptive VBS scheme as well as the original 1.5-dimensional (C17) one (Ciarelli et al., 2017) from
which our scheme was derived. Air temperature and the initial BB OA mass concentration were chosen to be representative
of the conditions of the four “high-temperature” chamber experiments reported by Ciarelli et al. (2017). These experiments
were conducted at a temperature of 288.15 K, with the initial BB OA mass concentration varying in the narrow range from
17.55 to 22.63 µg m-3. In our model runs, we set the temperature accordingly at 288.15 K and assumed the fixed value of
19 µg m-3 for the initial BB OA mass concentration. Note that the “low-temperature” experiments conducted by Ciarelli
et al. (2017) at 263.15 K are not considered here because according to our simulations (see Sect. S4 below), the typical ambient temperature at the locations of the center of mass of the analyzed BB plumes was significantly higher than 263.15 K
(ranging from about 280 to 285 K). Dilution and the background OA concentration, which were taken into account in the
analysis reported in Konovalov et al. (2019), were disregarded in the simulations presented here, which are intended to replicate the conditions of chamber experiments. The parameters of our simplified VBS scheme (the reaction rates, enthalpies of
evaporation, stoichiometric coefficients, and the ratio of the initial mass concentration of NTVOCs to the sum of the initial
mass concentrations of the POA species) were chosen to be the same as those reported in Sect. 2.4 and Tables 1 and 2. As
explained in Sects. 2.4 and 2.6, a few parameters (specifically those defining HV-SOA and LV-SOA yields, the product
yields from the oxidation reactions of MV-SOA and LV-SOA, and the emission ratio of mass concentration of NTVOCs to
the sum of mass concentrations of the POA species) were optimized in this study using satellite observations. The parameters of the C17 scheme were adopted from Ciarelli et al. (2017, see Table 1 therein). Note that these parameter values were
partly constrained by data from both the low-temperature and high-temperature experiments (see Ciarelli et al., 2017 for details). The model runs were performed for a period of 110 hours. This period corresponds to the estimated maximum duration of the exposure of smoke plumes to sunlight in the analyzed region and period (see Sect 3.2). The OH concentration was
fixed at 5×106 molec cm-3.
The results of our simulations are presented in Fig. S1. Specifically, the figure shows the time series of the total BB OA
mass concentration and also illustrates changes in the fractional composition of BB OA. The calculations can be compared to
measurements of the BB OA mass concentrations at the high-temperature experiments. The BB OA concentration initially
enhances more rapidly in the simulation with our scheme (Fig. S1a) than in the simulation with the original scheme
(Fig. S1b). As a result, the BB OA concentration predicted by our scheme after about 10 hours of evolution is about 40 %
larger than the corresponding concentration predicted by the original C17 scheme. It is also about 15% larger than the maximum concentration obtained in the chamber experiments. However, it should be noted that these particular experiments are
not representative of the wide range of burning conditions and large variety of fuels in the Siberian forest. Moreover, there
was significant variability in BB OA concentrations even under the controlled conditions of the chamber experiments (Fig.
S1). Taking these observations into account, we consider the comparison presented in Fig. S1a as additional evidence that
the simulations of the BB OA evolutions with our simplified scheme are sufficiently reasonable. A comparison of the results
obtained with the simplified and original schemes (cf. Fig. S1a and Fig. S1b) reveals that the simulations are qualitatively
different. Indeed, while the original scheme demonstrates a monotonic saturating increase of BB OA concentration, the simplified scheme yields a non-monotonic behavior of BB OA concentration (a rapid increase followed by a gradual decrease
due to fragmentation of SOA). These two types of behavior of BB OA were earlier identified and discussed in Konovalov et
al. (2019). However, the available chamber experiments, which are representative of only relatively small OH exposures, do
not allow us to exclude any of these types of behavior of BB OA aerosol.
Since the definitions of surrogate organic species in our VBS scheme and C17 schemes are considerably different, a direct
comparison of the simulated compositions of OA is not feasible. Nonetheless, the comparison of Fig. S1a and S1b reveals
some obvious similarities between the simulations with the two schemes. In particular, there is a decreasing trend of POA in
the both simulations; there is also a steep increase in the concentration of the secondary compounds in the medium volatility
range during the first several hours and eventual disappearance of these compounds. In both simulations, the low –volatility
components (C*<100 µg m-3) provide predominant contributions to the BB OA composition at the end of the evolution period. Overall, this comparison indicates that the BB OA behavior predicted by our scheme is not strikingly different from that
predicted by the C17 scheme and is physically reasonable. The major differences are associated with the dynamics of the
medium-volatility components.
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S3. Time series of AOD and CO data from the ancillary data set
Figure S3 shows the time series of AOD retrieved from the MODIS measurements and simulated with CHIMERE for all the
three main modeling scenarios considered in this study. The time series for the MODIS AOD observations and the simulations for “bb_vbs’ scenario correspond to the spatial distributions shown in Fig. 2. Similar time series for the CO columns
corresponding to the spatial distributions shown in Fig. S2 are presented in Fig. S4. The time series are shown separately for
the source and receptor regions. The differences between the simulations performed with and without fire emissions are indicative of the BB fraction of AOD or CO columns. Note that these time series represent the ancillary dataset (see Sect. 2.5),
which does not include the OMI observations. Both the observations and simulations exhibit strong AOD and CO enhancements, which (according to our simulations) were caused predominantly by fire emissions in Siberia. In the source region,
the fires strongly affected AOD and CO from the end of June until the end of July, and the enhancements were particularly
strong during the analysis period (from 15 to 31 July). In the receptor region, considerable AOD and CO enhancements were
observed only in the period from 18 to 31 July. These enhancements caused by the major outflow of BB plumes from Siberia
are in striking contrast with much lower values of both characteristics outside of the analysis period.
The simulations taking fire emissions into account are in good agreement with the observations, with the correlation coefficient typically exceeding 0.85. There are, however, some noticeable differences between the simulations for the “bb_vbs’
and ‘bb_stn’ scenarios. In particular, while the simulations for the ‘bb_vbs’ scenario slightly (by ~7 % percent on average)
underestimate AOD in the source region, they are in nearly perfect agreement (again on average) with the observations in the
receptor region. In contrast, the “standard” simulations agree with the observations in the source regions but are biased high
(by ~18 %) in the receptor region. Note that the fire emissions used in our simulations were optimized (see Sect. 2.6) using
the main dataset, which is consistent with the OMI AAOD observations and contains much fewer data points than the ancillary dataset (which includes AOD and CO observations irrespective of the availability of the corresponding AAOD retrievals) presented in Figs. 2, and S2-S4. This explains some noticeable differences between the average AOD or CO values from
the observations and simulations in the source region.
S4. Evolution of ambient parameters
Here we consider the behavior of several characteristics that can affect the gas-particle partitioning and oxidation processes
in the BB plumes as well as the estimates of the AAOD and AOD enhancement ratios. To this end, Figure S6 presents the
simulated trends in several quantities, including ambient temperature and relative humidity (Fig. S6a), the height of the BB
plume mass center and OH concentration (Fig. S6b), and total BB OA concentration (Fig. S6c). All the characteristics are
calculated as the weighted average over the vertical profile of the plume, with BB aerosol mass concentration being used as
weights. Additionally, Fig. S6c shows the trend in the normalized ratio of the BB tracer’s AAOD (𝜏 ) involved in Eq. (1)
to the column amount of the inert gaseous tracer of BB OA emissions, T1 (see Sect. 2.3). This ratio characterizes the changes
in AAOD due to dry deposition, wet scavenging, and coagulation of particles.
It can be seen that the average temperature fluctuates around 10 C and does not exhibit any considerable trend. The relative
humidity (RH) is typically very low, with the average values being below 50% for the BB aerosol aged less than 70 h. The
BB plume height initially increases from about 1.5 to 1.8 km during the initial 30 h of the daytime evolution and then slightly decreases. There is also only a slight downward trend in the OH concentration during the initial period. The regular
changes in all these characteristics are overall rather small and could hardly induce the significant trends in AAOD and AOD
that are identified above. In contrast, rather significant changes occur in the simulated average concentration of BB OA,
which drops from 62 to 13 µg m-3 (see Fig S6c). This is an expected effect of the dilution of BB plumes. The dilution is associated with increasing the equilibrium concentration of SVOCs, favoring evaporation of particulate organic material and
more rapid losses of SVOCs as a result of gas-phase fragmentation reactions. These processes are driving the decrease of
both AAOD and AOD after te of ~30 h (see Fig 5a, b).
Figure S8c also indicates that the basic aerosol processes included in the “tracer” simulation could not significantly affect the
BB aerosol evolution. As could be expected, the ratio of AAOD computed for the inert aerosol tracer (𝜏 ) to the column
mass concentration, [T1], of the inert gaseous tracer decreases with time, apparently mostly as a result of dry deposition (as
according to our meteorological simulations, there were almost no precipitation events in the region and period considered),
but coagulation could also contribute to this trend (Sakamoto et al., 2015). Virtually the same dependence, which is not
shown, is found for 𝜏 . The rate of the decrease of the 𝜏 -to-[T1] ratio is much slower than the expected rate of the loss
of BB BC from the lower atmosphere: indeed, the atmospheric lifetime of BC in Siberia was estimated to be only about 5
days under typical conditions (Paris at al., 2009). However, this lifetime is partly determined by wet deposition, and it also
should be taken into account that 𝜏
at 388 nm is mostly determined by relatively small and thus long-lived particles in the
accumulation mode, whereas the total BC concentration can be dominated by larger particles. This consideration implies, in
particular, that the appearance of the decreasing parts of the EnR trends derived from the observed values of AAOD and
AOD (see Fig. 5a, b) cannot be due to underestimation of dry deposition of BB aerosol in our simulations of the BB aerosol
tracers. Note again that coagulation can also contribute to the changes of 𝜏 and 𝜏 due to aging by modulating the size
distribution, but the corresponding effects have not been isolated in this study.
S5. Simulation results for the ‘bb_poa’ simulation scenario
The ‘bb_poa’ simulation test scenario that was introduced in Sect. 2.3 and discussed in Sect. 3.3 addresses a hypothetical
situation where the organic components of BB aerosol are not affected by any oxidation reactions. For this scenario, we also
postulated that the POA species are hygroscopic instead of being hydrophobic as in the bb_vbs scenario to compensate for
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the water uptake by the SOA species. The simulations were performed using the same model configuration as for the
‘bb_vbs’ scenario except that all the reaction rates reported in Table 2 were set to zero, the hygroscopicity parameter κorg for
both LV-POA and MV-POA was assumed to be 0.2, and the POA emissions were increased by a factor of 4.3. Using the
simulated concentrations for this scenario, we also performed an additional calculation with the OPTSIM module for a test
case in which the contribution of water to the BB aerosol composition was neglected. The main simulation results are presented in Fig. S8.
According to these results, EnRs for both AAOD and AOD (see Fig. S8a, b) demonstrate monotonous decreasing dependencies, in a striking contrast to the non-monotonous dependencies obtained from satellite observations (cf. with Fig. 5a, b) and
simulations for the ‘bb_vbs’ scenario (cf. with Fig. 7a, b). The decrease in EnRabs is substantial (~50 %), while that in EnRext
is small (~10 %). Consistently with the monotonous changes in AOD and AAOD, SSA gradually increases (Fig. S8c), instead of demonstrating a hyperbolic (saturable) dependence on the BB aerosol photochemical age as in our analysis of the
satellite data (see Fig. 5c). The corresponding values of the mass absorption and scattering efficiencies (a and s, respectively) indicate (see Fig S8d) that the decrease in a (which is expected to occur due to the limited lifetime of BrC in the
primary aerosol, see Sect. 2.4) is the main factor responsible for the strong decrease in EnR for AAOD. The main process
underlying the decrease in EnR for AOD is apparently the evaporation of MV-POA, since in contrast to a, s increases as a
result of the BB evolution (by 44 %). The increase in s can be due to changes in the particle size distribution upon the
evaporation of MV-POA, as well as due to an increase in the water uptake as a result of the rise in RH (see Fig. S6a). The
test OPTSIM calculation, in which the contribution of water to BB aerosol was disregarded and s is found to increase by
27 % (see a brown line in Fig. S8d), confirms that the increase in the water uptake is important but not the major factor underlying changes in s. It may be noteworthy that the initial – for the period considered – value of s in the ‘bb_poa’ scenario (6.4 m2 g-1) is found to be larger than that in the ‘bb_vbs’ scenario (4.0 m2 g-1, see Fig. 9). A more detailed examination of
the simulation data reveals that this difference is associated with the differences in the corresponding particle volume size
distributions. Specifically, the ‘bb_vbs’ simulation allocates a much larger fraction of the particle mass to the particles with
diameters around 100 nm or less, which have a relatively small scattering efficiency, than the ‘bb_poa’ simulation. In the
‘bb_vbs’ simulation, these particles consist predominantly of the SOA species and are, therefore, formed as a result of oxidation of NTVOC and POA. Further SOA formation results in the growth of these particles, pushing the size distribution toward larger values as illustrated in Fig. S7. The difference between values of the absorption efficiency for the ‘bb_vbs’ and
‘bb_poa’ scenarios is determined by the difference in the absorptive properties of the POA and SOA species and is not of
interest in the context of this study.
Overall, the simulation results presented in Fig. S8 indicate that the evaporation of POA and the water uptake by BB aerosol
particles cannot explain a prominent increase in EnR for AOD, which is found both in the analysis of satellite data and in our
simulations for the base case (‘bb_vbs’) scenario. Accordingly, the simulation for the ‘bb_poa’ scenario confirms that the
strong increase in AOD is primarily a result of oxidation processes leading to the SOA formation. The analysis presented
here may also have a wider implication when considered together with the OC emission estimates discussed in Sect. 2.6.
Specifically, it provides further evidence that if a given model strongly underestimates AOD (with respect to satellite observations), this fact does necessarily mean that the underestimation is due to a negative bias in BB emission inventory data.
Instead, it may be due to insufficiently strong SOA formation in the model. The proposed joint analysis of satellite and model data allows distinguishing between the two possible reasons for the underestimation of AOD by the model. If AOD is underestimated as a result of missing SOA formation processes, the adjustment of the POA emissions in the model would not
enable it to reproduce the major features of the retrieved evolution of the BB aerosol optical properties, as demonstrated in
our analysis presented in this section.
S6. The relative contribution of BC, lensing effect, and BrC to the BB aerosol absorption
Figure S9 shows the fractional contributions of BC, lensing effect, and BrC to absorption at 388 nm as a function of BB aerosol photochemical age according to our simulations for the ‘bb_vbs’ scenario with different assumptions examined in
Fig. 10. These computations are carried out using two approaches. First (see Fig. S9a), we computed the absorption determined by BC and the OA lensing by setting the imaginary refractive indexes for POA and SOA to zero. The difference between the “base case” simulation (Fig. 7a) and the test case simulation with non-absorbing OA (Fig. 10c) is regarded as a
contribution of BrC to absorption. Second (see Fig. S9b), we computed the absorption determined only by BrC (Fig. 10b)
and regarded the difference between the “base case” simulation and this test case simulation as a contribution of BC (with
the OA lensing) to absorption. These approaches are not expected to yield identical results because of the “sunglasses effect”
of BrC, that is, the blocking effect of an absorbing coating on the absorption associated with the BC core (Luo et al., 2018).
An optically thick BrC shell could account for virtually all the absorption according to the second approach, irrespective of
the BC content. However, our absorption estimates for the second approach turned out to be only insignificantly larger than
those for the first approach, thereby indicating that the sunglasses effect does not play a major role in our situation.
According to our computations (Fig. S9a), “pure” BC accounts on average (over the study region and analysis period) for
only 31% of the total absorption. The BC contribution is the smallest (28 %) at te of 17 h and largest (54 %) at the end of the
evolution period. The lensing effect (see Fig. 10c) leads to an enhancement of the BC absorption by 80 % on average, contributing about 20 % to the absorption. Finally, compared to the sensitivity case with non-absorbing OA, the base case absorption that includes the contribution of BrC is, on average, 78 % larger. According to Fig. S9b, BrC contributes about
50 % to the BB aerosol absorption at the beginning of the evolution period considered, but less than 15% at the end of the
period. Based on our additional computations, the percentage contribution of BrC to absorption BrC by POA in fresh BB
aerosol (which is not covered by our analysis) is also about 50%, which is within the broad range of values (21-80%) report3

ed by Pokhrel et al. (2017) for aerosol originating from combustion of samples of pine and black spruce trees. Accordingly,
we estimate that the BrC contribution to the BB aerosol absorption is reduced by more than a factor of 3 after about 100
hours of daytime evolution. Hence, our simulations suggest that consistent with observational findings (Forrister et al., 2015;
Selimovic et al., 2019), BrC absorption is strongly decreasing when BB aerosol is exposed to atmospheric processing under
daytime conditions. On the other hand, consistent with the analysis of the AERONET data by Wang et al. (2016), our results
indicate that a sizeable BrC fraction is resistant to both photooxidation and photobleaching. According to our analysis, this
fraction, which is likely associated with high-molecular-weight chromophores (Di Lorenzo et al., 2017, Wong et al., 2017,
Fleming et al., 2020), remains a significant contributor to the absorptive properties of BB aerosol even after several days of
atmospheric aging.
S7. Sensitivity analysis
As noted in Sect. 2.2, one of the important features of the OMAERUV data products is that the AAOD and SSA retrievals
are dependent on the BB plume height, which needs to be assumed a priori and can be a source of systematic uncertainty in
the results of our analysis. While the base case results presented above are obtained using the BB plume heights predicted by
our model independently for each grid cell and hour, we also tested the ‘final’ OMAERUV retrievals based on the monthly
aerosol layer height climatology derived from CALIOP measurements (Torres et al., 2013). Assuming a constant aerosol
layer height for a whole month is effectively equivalent to disregarding possible dependencies of this parameter on the intensity of fires and plume age and could, therefore, result in some systematic errors in our analysis. On the other hand, the emission injection heights estimates involved in our simulations are likely affected by the uncertainty dominated by random errors associated with the corresponding parameterization (Sofiev et al., 2012). Accordingly, we consider the differences between the BB aerosol absorption trends inferred from the different subsets of the OMAERUV data as an indicator of the robustness of the results of our analysis with respect to both possible systematic and random uncertainties in the aerosol layer
height. We find that the results obtained with the ‘final’ retrievals of both AAOD and SSA (see Fig. S10a, b) are only slightly different from those for the base case (see Fig. 5a, d, respectively). Specifically, the amplitude of the variation of the
AAOD trend is insignificantly smaller, and the SSA values are slightly higher in the test case than in the base case.
One more potential source of systematic uncertainty in our analysis is associated with the use of the IASI CO data to correct
possible transport errors by applying the correction factor fc (see Sect. 2.1 and Eqs. 2 and 3). This uncertainty may appear for
two main reasons. First, the IASI CO columns are likely to be underestimated close to emissions (Turquety et al., 2009).
Second, our estimates of fc can be affected by uncertainties in the background part of the CO columns. In the situation addressed in this study, a negative bias in the IASI CO columns in the source region – since the CO emissions from fires were
fitted to the IASI observations in the source region – would likely result in underestimation of CO columns in our simulations for the receptor region. However, our analysis does not reveal any significant biases in our simulations (see Figs. 4f and
S4). The potential bias in the simulated data could hardly be compensated by the transport errors because the data are averaged over many grid cells representing the source and receptor regions. Thus we do not see any evidence of the impact of
potential biases in the IASI CO columns on our estimates of the correction factors fc. The effects of potential uncertainties in
the background CO columns on our estimates are more difficult to evaluate, particularly because these uncertainties can vary
in both space and time. Underestimation of the background CO would result in overestimation of fc, making the downward
trends of EnRabs and EnRext stronger, and vice versa. However, the de-biasing procedure used in our analysis (see Sect. 2.5)
is expected to ensure that such effects are not considerable overall. Indeed, we find that the de-biased CO columns simulated
without fire emissions are in good agreement with the IASI CO columns both in the source and receptor regions on the days
when the contribution of fire emissions was negligible (see Fig. S4). To test the overall impact of the CO data on the derived
trends in EnRabs and EnRext, we repeated the analysis of the AAOD and AOD data with fc equal to 1. The results of the test
(see Fig. S11) are qualitatively (although not necessarily quantitatively) similar to those for the base case (see Fig. 5a, b). We
regard these sensitivity test results as strong evidence that the main features of the inferred trends in EnRabs and EnRext are
not an artifact of the proposed correction of the aerosol tracers and possible uncertainties associated with it, and are not significantly affected by uncertainties in the observations and simulations of the CO columns.
Finally, we examined the sensitivity of the inferred evolution of EnRabs and EnRext to the assumptions about the background
AAOD and AOD values involved in Eq. (1). It may be useful first to recall that we assumed the background AAOD values
to be negligible when compared to the OMI AAOD retrievals, mainly because it is not known how the background part can
be accounted for in the OMI AAOD retrievals for the “biomass burning” type of aerosol (see Sect. 2.3). Nonetheless, we
roughly estimated to which degree our estimates could change if the OMI AAOD retrievals included an additive “background” part. The OMAERUV algorithm identifies – as noted above – three types of aerosol, but only one (“biomass burning”) type is used in our analysis presented above. To get an idea about the typical magnitude of AAOD at 388 nm under
background conditions, we used – in addition to the Level-2 BB aerosol data – the daily Level-3 OMAERUV data which
combine
all
three
aerosol
types
and
are
available
from
the
Giovanni
online
application
(https://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/, last access 11 April 2020) on a 1-by-1-degree grid. According to these data, the
mean AAOD in the receptor region in the period from 15 June to 15 July (where and when there was no discernible fire activity) was about 0.018. This value was used as an estimate of 𝜏
in Eq. (1). Not surprisingly, the resulting approximation
(see Fig. S12a) exhibits a stronger downward trend, but the AAOD evolution remained qualitatively the same as in the base
case (see Fig. 5a). It should be noted that the Level-3 AAOD data are expected to provide an upper limit for the background
AAOD because clean scenes typically dominating in the receptor region cannot be associated with any of the three aerosol
types. To examine the sensitivity of EnRext to the background values of AOD, we repeated our analysis by assuming that
equals to zero. In this case, the decline of EnRext is smaller (see Fig. S12b) than in the base case (see Fig. 5b), but is still
𝜏
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Fiigure S1. The dynamics of thhe mass concen
ntration of BB OA and severaal groups of its components aaccording to thee simulations perp
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ormed with a boox model usingg (a) the simplified VBS param
meterization in
ntroduced in this paper (see Seect. 2.4) and (b
b) 1.5-dimensional
VB
BS scheme prooposed by Ciarrelli et al. (201
17). The crossees, triangles, an
nd dots depict the BB OA ma
mass concentratiion measuremeents
(C
Ciarelli et al., 20017) originally reported for th
he OH exposurees of 0, 30×106, and 50×106 molec
m
cm-3 h, reespectively, and
d correspondingg to
0, 5, and 10 hoours of the exxposure of BB aerosol to oxxidation processses under the assumption thhat OH concen
ntration equals to
5×
×106 molec cm-33.
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Fiigure S2. Spatial distributions of temporal av
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4 July 2016 acccording to (a,b) the IASI obserrvations and (c,dd) the combined CHIMERE simulations for tthe ‘bb_vbs’ an
nd ‘bgr’ scenariios.
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d irrespective of
o the availabilility of the correesponding AAO
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retrievals. The reectangles depictt the “source” (purple
(
lines) aand “receptor” (dark
(
red lines)) regions coveriing parts of Sib
beria and (mosttly)
the European terrritory of Russiaa, respectively.

Fiigure S3. Timee series of the daily
d
AOD values averaged ovver the study reg
gion according to the MODIS observations an
nd the CHIMER
RE
sim
mulations undeer the different model scenario
os for the (a) “ssource” and (b)) “receptor” reg
gions indicatedd in Figs. 2 and S2. Note that the
sim
mulations for thhe ‘bgr’ (backgground) scenariio are shown affter applying th
he de-biasing prrocedure (see SSect. 2.5). The shaded
s
areas inndicaate the days thatt are outside off the analysis peeriod (15-31 Jully 2016) in the given study. Th
he mean and coorrelation coeffficient are evaluuated
d for the analysiis period.
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Fiigure S4. Timee series of the daily
d
CO colum
mn values averaaged over the study
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region according to the IASI observatiions and the CH
HIMERE
M
simulatioons for the (a) “source”
“
and (b
b) “receptor” reegions. Note that the CO simu
ulations for the ‘bb_vbs’ and ‘bb_trc’ scenarrios
arre almost indisttinguishable, soo only simulatiions for the ‘bbb_vbs’ scenario
o (combined with
w the simulat
ations for the ‘b
bgr’ scenario) are
sh
hown. Note alsso that the sim
mulations for th
he ‘bgr’ (backkground scenario) are shown after applyingg the de-biasin
ng procedure (see
Seect. 2.5). The shhaded areas inddicate the days that
t are outsidee of the analysiss period (15-31 July 2016) in oour study. The mean
m
and correelatio
on coefficient aare evaluated for the analysis period.

Fiigure S5. Nonllinear approxim
mation (see Eq. 5) of the depenndence of SSA
A (388 nm) on the
t photochemiical age of BB aerosol. The SSA
vaalues were inferred from the OMI
O
AAOD (3
388 nm) and M
MODIS AOD (5
550 nm) observ
vations using thhe variable exttinction Ångströöm
ex
xponent (α) estimates based onn the CHIMERE
E simulations foor the ‘bb_vbs’ scenario.
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Fiigure S6. Nonllinear trends in several parameeters characterizzing the conditiions of the atmospheric evolut
ution of BB aero
osol in the plum
mes
co
onsidered: (a) aambient temperrature and relattive humidity, ((b) the height of
o the BB plum
me mass centerr and OH conceentration withinn a
plume. Also shoown (c) the trennds in total BB
B OA concentrration and the normalized
n
ratiio of BB tracerr’s AAOD (𝜏 ) to the colum
mn
am
mount of the ineert gaseous traccer of BB OA em
missions (T1).

Fiigure S7. Norm
malized particlee volume size distributions
d
avveraged over th
hree intervals – [0,10], [30,400], [90,100] – of
o the BB aeroosol
ph
hotochemical agge (h) accordingg to the simulattions for the ‘bbb_vbs’ scenario
o.
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Fiigure S8. Depeendencies of (a,, b) EnRs for AAOD
A
(388 nm
m) and AOD (55
50 nm) (respectively), (c) SSA
A (388 nm), and
d (d) mass absoorptio
on and scatterinng efficiencies (388
(
nm and 55
50 nm, respectivvely) on the ph
hotochemical ag
ge of BB aerosool according to the simulation for
‘b
bb_poa’ scenario. Also shown (brown lines in
n panels b-d) thhe correspondin
ng dependencies of EnRs for A
AOD, SSA and
d the mass scatttering efficiency according to the OPTSIM
O
calculations with thee neglected con
ntribution of waater to the particcle composition
n; similar depennden
ncies of the AA
AOD and the mass
m
absorption efficiency are not shown as they
t
visually merge
m
with the ddependencies sh
hown by blue and
a
orrange lines in paanels (a) and (dd), respectively.

Fiigure S9. Fracttional contributiions of BC, len
nsing effect andd BrC to absorp
ption at 388 nm as a function oof BB aerosol photochemical
p
a
age
acccording to the simulations forr the ‘bb_vbs’ scenario
s
with thhe CHIMERE CTM
C
and OPTSIM software. T
The contributio
ons shown in paanels (a) and (b) aree evaluated usinng the first and second approacches described in Sect. S6.
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Fiigure S10. Nonnlinear approxiimations (see Eq.
E 5) of the deependencies of EnRs for (a) AAOD
A
(388 nm
m) and (b) SSA
A (388 nm) on the
ph
hotochemical agge of BB aerossol. The depend
dencies are sim
milar to those sh
hown in Fig. 5a and 5d exceptt that they are obtained
o
using the
“ffinal” OMAERU
UV data producct.

Fiigure S11. Nonnlinear approxim
mations of the dependencies
d
oof EnRs for (a) AAOD
A
(388 nm
m) and (b) AOD
D (550 nm) on the
t photochemiical
ag
ge of BB aerosool. The dependeencies are simillar to those shoown in Fig. 5a and
a 5b except that
t they are obbtained withoutt applying the corc
rection involvingg CO columns (see Eqs. 2 and 3).

Fiigure S12. Nonnlinear approxim
mations of the dependencies
d
oof EnRs for (a) AAOD
A
(388 nm
m) and (b) AOD
D (550 nm) on the
t photochemiical
ag
ge of BB aerosool. The dependdencies are simiilar to those shoown in Fig. 5a and 5b except that they are oobtained assum
ming that the bacckgrround AAOD (A
AAODbgr) equaals to 0.018 and that the backgrround AOD (AODbgr) equals to zero, respectiively.
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